FAREWELL NEIL MACDONALD
A ROCK SOLID CLOSE TO A 40 YEAR CONCRETE CAREER
On Friday, 5th May, 17, Concrete4Goulburn,
(C4G) Manager, Mr Neil MacDonald, decided to
‘call it a day’, after a stellar & memorable career
of over 40 years within the concrete industry.
Neil has worked for the Divall’s Group, as
Manager of C4G since its inception in 2009. He
played an instrumental part in its initial
development, & consequent growth. His
longstanding history within the ‘concrete game’
has earned him the well-deserved reputation as
‘Goulburn’s Mr Concrete’.
Neil worked for Pioneer Concrete (Hanson) for 13 years prior to his commencement at C4G, & earlier in his
career owned his own truck with agitator, & worked at Southern Highlands Concrete. (Concrite).
Some of his next years were spent in both Moss Vale & Braemar, opening & administering new concrete
Plant’s at both places. Neil returned to Goulburn around 1992, & a year later was organising & controlling
some of the Yass By-Pass concrete works.
Neil has been involved in a myriad of concrete projects over the duration of his working life, & has included
works such as Target, Sooley Dam Upgrade, Coles Myers Warehouse, & Bannaby Substation.
Neil’s vast expertise, kind nature, & pleasant demeanour, has seen him develop & sustain long-term
working relationships, & subsequent friendships throughout Goulburn, & the wider community.
Customers can be rest assured that Neil has passed on his extensive range of product & concrete
knowledge to Andrew & the team at C4G; & customers can expect the same friendly & efficient service
that you have experienced in the past.
Management & staff at C4G & throughout the entire Divall’s organisation, wish Neil & his wife Annie, all
the best for a happy & healthy retirement, & would publicly like to thank Mr Neil MacDonald for his fine
contribution to the Divall’s business, & indeed, the Goulburn district.
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Members of the public are invited to attend the Goulburn Racecourse, on Friday, 19 May, 17, anytime
between 5pm & 7pm, to drop in and have a ‘refreshing ale’ with Neil, to celebrate his long & successful
career. Hope to see you there.

